
















086278 FTA Yes Sexual assault - POG. Sentenced 30/09/2020  Ipswich 

090108 FTA Yes Receipt of secret commission by an agent, fraud - POG. 

Sentenced 30/09/2020

 Ipswich 

098389 FTA Yes Travel fraud - POG. Sentenced 30/09/2020  Ipswich 

098671 FTA No Trial 10/06/2019. Jury verdict - Guilty  in Gold Coast City 

Council election

100777 FTA Yes Ongoing. LFM 23/02/2022. ODPP have been directed to 

provide particulars and other material to defence  

 

 

 

 Logan 

095656 FTA No Misconduct in rel to public office; disclosing secrets. Trial - 

found guilty and sentenced.

Former councillor

105862 FTA No Trial, awaiting outcome of  appeal  Hope Vale Shire Council

072761 FTA No (Co-accused with  - 105862)

2 trials. One NG. One G. Has appealed to the CoA. Yet to be 

heard

100630 FTA Yes Yes  Breach of bail. Summary trial. Guilty. 

Sentenced 03/06/2019

Lawyer

106962 FTA Yes Yes  Breach of bail. Pleaded guilty. 

Sentenced 01/08/2019. 222 Appeal. See  

 Appeal dismissed

Lawyer

130581 FTA Yes Yes  Breach of bail. Pleaded guilty. 

Sentenced 01/08/2019. 222 Appeal. See  

 Appeal dismissed

Lawyer

099591 FTA Yes Yes Fraud. Matter ongoing. CFT 17/12/2021.  

 

Lawyer

096028 FTA Yes Money laundering. Matter ongoing. LFT 03/06/2022 Barrister

088601 FTA Yes Perjury 

Matter is ongoing. PRIN. LFM 03/02/2022. Will be trial, 

Barrister

121389 FTB Yes . Ongoing.

Update: Matter approaching committal. ‘Full brief’ has 

been disclosed though there remains some further 

material that the arresting officer is providing following 

disclosure requests. Consideration and discussion with 

defence ongoing.

Hearing date of 20 April 2022 (whole date in Magistrates 

Court set aside to finalise any remaining issues, scope of 

XXN at committal if defence decide that will occur, or for a 

committal).

Review mention of above listed 14 March 2022.

Lawyer

119610 FTA Yes  Ongoing

Update: Defence sent a submission on 11 October 2021 in 

relation to this matter as well as  two other files with 

the office.  

 

Committal mention on 31 January 2022 electronically 

adjourned to 21 February 2022 (but no confirmation from 

the Court this has happened due to backlog).

Lawyer







121654 MAE No 6x sexual assault; 4x rape

Outcome (ongoing): It has had one prior trial listing and it 

was during conferencing for that trial that  

 

. Late last year, we had a Basha of the AO to 

confirm whether he disclosed confidential CCC 

proceedings to the compl. As a result of that hearing (and 

defence’s application), we consented to a Basha of the 

complainant which is being heard this morning.

102966 MAD No Perjury

Outcome (ongoing):   was charged with perjury after 

giving evidence at a CCC coercive hearing investigating into 

a large drug syndicate. The perjury charge is still ongoing 

and before the Maroochydore District Court.  also has 

trafficking charges in the Brisbane Supreme Court.  The 

perjury charges will not proceed until the trafficking charge 

is finalised.

093283 HXB Yes Trafficking

Outcome (ongoing):   was charged with perjury after 

giving evidence at a CCC coercive hearing investigating into 

a large drug syndicate. The perjury charge is still ongoing 

and before the Maroochydore District Court.  also has 

trafficking charges in the Brisbane Supreme Court.  The 

perjury charges will not proceed until the trafficking charge 

is finalised.

110902 MAD No Murder. CCC held coercive hearing prior to charge. Trial 

proceeded Oct 2020 in BSC, found NG

107641 WKS Yes . Ongoing. LFM Major Operations 

Callover - 04/02/2022

107963 WKS Yes  Ongoing. LFM Major Operations 

Callover - 04/02/2022

107960 WKS Yes  Ongoing. Awaiting PRIN

104099 WKS Yes  Ongoing. Awaiting PRIN

107952 WKS Yes  Ongoing. Awaiting PRIN

104233 WKS Yes  Ongoing. LFM Major Operations 

Callover - 04/02/2022



Protocol1 

 

Between Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) 

  of Green Square, 515 St Paul’s Terrace Fortitude Valley QLD 4006 

 

and  Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) 

  of State Law Building, 50 Ann Street Brisbane QLD 4000 

 

Purpose  

1. To document the procedures between the CCC and the DPP in handling evidence that has 

been compelled by the CCC from witnesses who are then charged with criminal offences. 

 

The CCC’s role 

2. The CCC’s key functions include the investigation of crime2 and corruption3. 

3. In undertaking those investigations, the CCC is required to gather evidence to support 

prosecution action4.  

4. In support of this function the CCC refers briefs of evidence to the DPP for the prosecution of 

criminal offences5. 

 

The DPP’s role 

5. The DPP prepares, institutes and conducts criminal proceedings on behalf of the Crown6. 

 

Disclosure Obligation 

6. In any prosecution proceedings, the prosecution is under an ongoing obligation to fully 

disclose to an accused person all evidence the prosecution relies upon, and any evidence 

which may tend to help the case for the accused7. 

 

CCC Hearings 

7. The CCC may conduct hearings to support its crime and corruption functions8. 

 
1 DPP Reference: 5351049 
2 Section 25 of the Crime and Corruption Act 2001 (CC Act). 
3 Section 35(1)(f) CC Act. 
4 Sections 26(b) and 35(1)(h) CC Act. 
5 For example, section 49(2)(a) CC Act. 
6 Section 10 Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1984 (DPP Act). 
7 Chapter 62, Division 3 Criminal Code, sections 590AB to 590AX. 
8 Section 176 CC Act. 



8. The Chairperson of the CCC may issue an attendance notice to a person requiring that person 

to attend and give evidence9.  Failure to attend is an offence10. 

9. Witnesses at hearings must answer questions put to them11. 

10. The witness is not entitled to remain silent and is not entitled to refuse to answer a question 

on the grounds of self-incrimination privilege12. 

11. If a witness: 

10.1 claims self-incrimination privilege in relation to an answer; 

10.2 apart from the CC Act, the person would not be required to answer the 

question; and  

10.3 the person is required to answer 

the answer is not admissible in evidence against the person in any civil, criminal or 

administrative proceedings13 (except in very limited circumstances, such as perjury 

or contempt). 

 

Compelled Evidence 

12. In some CCC investigations, witnesses who are compelled to attend hearings and give 

evidence are charged with criminal offences, and a brief of evidence is provided to the DPP to 

prosecute those offences. 

13. In those cases, the CCC will have in its possession recordings and transcripts of the answers 

provided under compulsion by the accused person (compelled evidence). 

14. The possession by a prosecutor of the compelled evidence of an accused fundamentally 

alters the accusatorial process of a criminal trial. It may place the prospect of an accused’s 

fair trial at risk and alter the accusatorial process to such an extent as to warrant a stay of 

prosecution14. 

15. A recent Queensland decision has confirmed this principle applies to CCC’s investigations15. 

 

Agreement for dealing with compelled evidence of the accused  

16. For the purposes of the following clauses, “compelled evidence” means any answer given, 

statement, document or thing produced to the Commission by an individual upon 

requirement, despite an objection on the basis of self-incrimination privilege, to giving or 

producing any of those things. 

17. In referring briefs of evidence to the DPP -  

 

a. the CCC will not include the compelled evidence of an accused in the brief of 

evidence to the DPP for the prosecution of that accused person (other than 

prosecutions for perjury arising out of a CCC hearing, dealt with in clause 20 below); 

 
9 Section 82 CC Act. 
10 Sub section 82(5) CC Act. 
11 Section 190 and 192 CC Act. 
12 Sub sections 190(2) and 192(2) of CC Act 
13 Sub sections 197(1) and (2) CC Act. 
14 Lee v The Queen (2014) 253 CLR 455; X7 v Australian Crime Commission (2013) 248 CLR 92; R v IBAC (2016) 
90 ALJR 433. 
15 R v Hoppner, unreported District Court decision delivered by Richards J, 8 March 2017. 



b. the CCC will include a description of the compelled evidence in an index to brief;   

c. the index to brief provided by the CCC will set out:  

i. exhibits tendered at CCC hearings;  

ii. notification to the DPP that compelled evidence exists;  

iii. contact details of the CCC investigating officer/s. 

d. the CCC will provide a copy of the compelled evidence directly to the accused or 

their lawyers to comply with the prosecution’s disclosure obligations; 

e. the CCC will contact the DPP in writing, to ascertain who the accused’s lawyers are, 

if unknown at the time the CCC are required to disclose the material to the 

accused’s lawyers; 

f. the CCC will advise the DPP in writing, when copies of the compelled evidence have 

been provided to the accused or their lawyer. 

 

18. As part of the DPP’s ongoing disclosure obligations, the DPP will disclose a copy of the ‘CCC 

Index to Brief’ to the accused lawyers as soon as a copy is received by the DPP. 

 

19. If at any time the DPP wishes to access the compelled evidence, then: 

a. the DPP can make a written request to the CCC to access the compelled evidence;  

b. the CCC will provide a copy of the compelled evidence to the DPP.  

 
Exceptions for providing CCC hearings material to the DPP 

20. If a charge of perjury arises out of a CCC hearing –  

a. the CCC will include the compelled evidence of an accused in the brief of evidence to 

the DPP for the prosecution of a perjury charge only if such charge arises from the 

evidence given in a CCC hearing by the accused; 

b. the CCC will ensure that the evidence relating to the perjury charge is not combined 

with the brief of evidence relating to the substantive charge that the DPP has 

carriage of; 

c. the DPP will ensure that the brief of evidence for the perjury charge is not given to 

the same Legal Officer and Crown Prosecutor who has carriage of the substantive 

charge; 

d. the DPP must ensure that the perjury brief and the brief relating to the substantive 

charge/s are kept separated at all times during the prosecution of both matters. 

 

 

 














